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in the International Journal of Psycho-Analysis, 38, 391-7. The
postscript, 1979, was first published in The Work of Hanna Segal,
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The understanding and interpretation of unconscious symbolism is
one of the main tools of the psychologist. Often he is faced with the
task of understanding and recognizing the meaning not only of a
particular symbol but also of the whole process of symbol
formation. This applies particularly to work with patients who show
a disturbance or inhibition in the formation or free use of symbols, as
for instance, psychotic or schizoid patients.

To give a very elementary example from two patients. One -
whom I will call A - was a schizophrenic in a mental hospital. He
was once asked by his doctor why it was that since his illness he had
stopped playing the violin. He replied with some violence: 'Why? do
you expect me to masturbate in public?'

Another patient, B, dreamt one night that he and a young girl
were playing a violin duet. He had associations to fiddling,
masturbating, etc., from which it emerged clearly that the violin
represented his genital and playing the violin represented a masturba-
tion phantasy of a relation with the girl.

Here then are two patients who apparently use the same symbols
in the same situation - a violin representing the male genital, and
playing the violin representing masturbation. The way in which the
symbols function, however, is very different. For A, the violin had
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become so completely equated with his genital that to touch it in
public became impossible. For B, playing the violin in his waking
life was an important sublimation. We might say that the main
difference between them is that for A the symbolic meaning of the
violin was conscious, for B unconscious. I do not think, however,
that this was the most important difference between the two
patients. In the case of B, the fact that the meaning of the dream
became completely conscious had in no way prevented him from
using his violin. In A, on the other hand, there were many symbols
operating in his unconscious in the same way in which the violin was
used on the conscious level.

Taking another example - this time from a schizophrenic patient
in an analytical situation: One session, in the first weeks of his
analysis, he came in blushing and giggling, and throughout the
session would not talk to me. Subsequently we found out that
previous to this hour he had been attending an occupational therapy
class in which he was doing carpentry, making a stool. The reason
for his silence, blushing, and giggling was that he could not bring
himself to talk to me about the work he was doing. For him, the
wooden stool on which he was working, the word 'stool' which he
would have to use in connexion with it, and the stool he passed in the
lavatory were so completely felt as one and the same thing that he
was unable to talk to me about it. His subsequent analysis revealed
that this equation of the three 'stools', the word, the chair, and the
faeces, was at the time completely unconscious. All he was
consciously aware of was that he was embarrassed and could not talk
to me.

The main difference between the first and second patient quoted in
their use of the violin as the symbol for the male genital was not that
in the one case the symbol was conscious and in the other
unconscious, but that in the first case it was felt to be the genital, and
in the second to represent it.

According to Ernest Jones's (1916) definition, the violin of A, the
schizophrenic, would be considered a symbol. Similarly in the dream
of B. But it would not be a symbol in B's waking life when it was
used in sublimation.

In his paper written in 1916 (Jones 1916), Jones differentiated
unconscious symbolism from other forms of 'indirect representation',
and made the following statements about true unconscious symbolism:

(i) A symbol represents what has been repressed from conscious-
ness, and the whole process of symbolization is carried on
unconsciously.
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(ii) All symbols represent ideas of'the self and of immediate blood
relations and of the phenomena of birth, life and death'.

(iii) A symbol has a constant meaning. Many symbols can be used
to represent the same repressed idea, but a given symbol has a
constant meaning which is universal.

(iv) Symbolism arises as the result of intra-psychic conflict between
the 'repressing tendencies and the repressed'. Further: 'Only
what is repressed is symbolized; only what is repressed needs to
be symbolized'.

He further distinguishes between sublimation and symbolization.
'Symbols', he says, 'arise when the affect investing the symbolized
idea has not, as far as the symbol is concerned, proved capable of that
modification in quality which is denoted by the term sublimation.'

Summarizing Jones's points, one might say that when a desire has
to be given up because of conflict and repressed, it may express itself
in a symbolical way, and the object of the desire which had to be
given up can be replaced by a symbol.

Further analytical work, and particularly play analysis with young
children, has fully confirmed some main points of Jones's formu-
lation. The child's first interests and impulses are directed to his
parents' bodies and his own, and it is those objects and impulses
existing in the unconscious which give rise to all further interests by
way of symbolization. Jones's statement, however, that symbols are
formed where there is no sublimation soon gave rise to disagreement.
In fact, Jones himself as well as Freud wrote many interesting papers
analysing the content of works of art. In 1923, in her paper The role
of the school in libidinal development' (Klein 1923), Melanie Klein
did not agree with this view on the relation between symbolization
and sublimation. She tried to show that children's play - a sublimated
activity - is a symbolic expression of anxieties and wishes.

We might consider it as a question of terminology, and accept
Jones's view that we should call symbols only those substitutes
which replace the object without any change of affect. On the other
hand, there are very great advantages in extending the definition to
cover symbols used in sublimation. In the first place the wider
definition corresponds better to common linguistic usage. Jones's
concept excludes most of that which is called 'symbol' in other
sciences and in everyday language. Secondly, and I shall elaborate
this point later, there seems to be a continuous development from the
primitive symbols as described by Jones to the symbols used in self-
expression, communication, discovery, creation, etc. Thirdly, it is
difficult to establish a connexion between the early primitive desires
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and processes in the mind and the later development of the
individual, unless the wider concept of symbolism is admitted. In
the analytical view, the child's interest in the external world
is determined by a series of displacements of affect and interests
from the earliest to ever new objects. And, indeed, how could
such a displacement be achieved otherwise than by way of
symbolization?

In 1930, Melanie Klein (Klein 1930) raised the problem of
inhibition in symbol formation. She described an autistic little boy of
four, Dick, who could not talk or play; he showed no affection or
anxiety, and took no interest in his surroundings apart from door-
handles, stations, and trains, which seemed to fascinate him. His
analysis revealed that the child was terrified of his aggression
towards his mother's body, and of her body which he felt had turned
bad because of his attacks on it; because of the strength of his
anxieties he had erected powerful defences against his phantasies
about her. There resulted a paralysis of his phantasy life and of
symbol formation. He had not endowed the world around him with
any symbolic meaning and therefore took no interest in it." Melanie
Klein came to the conclusion that if symbolization does not occur,
the whole development of the ego is arrested.

If we accept this view it follows that the processes of symbolization
require a new and more careful study. To begin with, I find it
helpful, following C. Morris (1938), to consider symbolizing as a
three-term relation, i.e. a relation between the thing symbolized, the
thing functioning as a symbol and a person for whom the one
represents the other. In psychological terms, symbolism would be a
relation between the ego, the object, and the symbol.

Symbol formation is an activity of the ego attempting to deal with
the anxieties stirred by its relation to the object. That is primarily the
fear of bad objects and the fear of the loss or inaccessibility of good
objects. Disturbances in the ego's relation to objects are reflected in
disturbances of symbol formation. In particular, disturbances in
differentiation between ego and object lead to disturbances in
differentiation between the symbol and the object symbolized and
therefore to concrete thinking characteristic of psychoses.

Symbol formation starts very early, probably as early as object
relations, but changes its character and functions with the changes in
the character of the ego and object relations. Not only the actual
content of the symbol, but the very way in which symbols are
formed and used seem to me to reflect very precisely the ego's state
of development and its way of dealing with its objects. If symbolism
is seen as a three-term relation, problems of symbol formation must
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always be examined in the context of the ego's relation with its
objects.

I shall try to describe briefly some basic attitudes of the ego to the
objects, and the way in which I think they influence the processes of
symbol formation and the functioning of symbolism. My description
is based here on Melanie Klein's (1946) concept of the paranoid-
schizoid position and of the depressive position. According to her,
the oral stage of development falls into two phases, the earlier being
the point of fixation of the schizophrenic group of illnesses, the later
that of the manic-depressive. In my description, which will of
necessity be very schematic, I shall select only those points which are
directly relevant to the problem of symbol formation.

The chief characteristics of the infant's first object relations are the
following. The object is seen as split into an ideally good and a
wholly bad one. The aim of the ego is total union with the ideal
object and total annihilation of the bad one, as well as of the bad parts
of the self. Omnipotent thinking is paramount and reality sense
intermittent and precarious. The concept of absence hardly exists.
Whenever the state of union with the ideal object is not fulfilled,
what is experienced is not absence; the ego feels assailed by the
counterpart of the good object - the bad object, or objects. It is the
time of the hallucinatory wish-fulfilment, described by Freud, when
the thought creates objects which are then felt to be available.
According to Melanie Klein, it is also the time of the bad hallucinosis
when, if the ideal conditions are not fulfilled, the bad object is
equally hallucinated and felt as real.

A leading defence mechanism in this phase is projective identifi-
cation. In projective identification, the subject in phantasy projects
large parts of himself into the object, and the object becomes
identified with the parts of the self that it is felt to contain. Similarly,
internal objects are projected outside and identified with parts of the
external world which come to represent them. These first projections
and identifications are the beginning of the process of symbol
formation.

The early symbols, however, are not felt by the ego to be symbols
or substitutes, but to be the original object itself. They are so
different from symbols formed later that I think they deserve a name
of their own. In my paper of 1950 I suggested the term 'equation'.
This word, however, differentiates them too much from the word
'symbol' and I would like to alter it here to 'symbolic equation'.

The symbolic equation between the original object and the symbol
in the internal and the external world is, I think, the basis of the
schizophrenic's concrete thinking where substitutes for the original
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objects, or parts of the self, can be used quite freely, but, as in the
two examples of schizophrenic patients which I quoted, they are
hardly different from the original object: they are felt and treated as
though they were identical with it. This non-differentiation between
the thing symbolized and the symbol is part of a disturbance in the
relation between the ego and the object. Parts of the ego and internal
objects are projected into an object and identified with it. The
differentiation between the self and the object is obscured. Then,
since a part of the ego is confused with the object, the symbol -
which is a creation and a function of the ego - becomes, in turn,
confused with the object which is symbolized.

Where such symbolic equations are formed in relation to bad
objects, an attempt is made to deal with them as with the original
object, that is by total annihilation and scotomization. in Melanie
Klein's paper quoted above (1930), it seemed as though Dick had
formed no symbolic relations to the external world. The paper was
written very early on in Dick's analysis, and I wonder, on the basis of
my own experience with schizophrenics, whether it did not,
perhaps, subsequently transpire that Dick had formed numerous
symbolic equations in the external world. If so, then these would
have carried the full anxiety experienced in relation to the original
persecutory or guilt-producing object: his mother's body, so that he
had had to deal with them by annihilation, that is by total
withdrawal of interest. Some of the symbols which he had formed
as his analysis progressed, and he started to show an interest in
certain objects in the consulting room, seemed to have had the
characteristics of such symbolic equations. For instance, when he
saw some pencil shavings he said: 'Poor Mrs Klein'. To him the
shavings were Mrs Klein cut into bits.

This was the case in the analysis of my patient Edward (Segal
1950). At one stage in the analysis a certain degree of symbol
formation on a symbolic equation basis had occurred, so that some
anxiety was displaced from the person of his analyst, felt as a bad
internal object, on to substitutes in the external world. Thereupon
the numerous persecutors in the external world were dealt with by
scotomization. That phase of his analysis, which lasted several
months, was characterized by an extreme narrowing of his interests
in the external world. At that point also his vocabulary became very
poor. He forbade himself and me the use of many words which he
felt had the power to produce hallucinations and therefore had to be
abolished. This is strikingly similar to the behaviour of a Paraguayan
tribe, the Abipones, who cannot tolerate anything that reminds them
of the dead. When a member of the tribe dies, all words having any
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affinity with the names of the deceased are immediately dropped
from the vocabulary. In consequence, their language is most difficult
to learn, as it is full of blocks and neologisms replacing forbidden
words.

The development of the ego and the changes in the ego's relation
to its objects are gradual, and so is the change from the early
symbols, which I called symbolic equations, to the fully formed
symbols in the depressive position. It is therefore only for the sake of
clarity that I shall make here a very sharp differentiation between the
ego's relations in the paranoid-schizoid position and in the depressive
position respectively, and an equally sharp differentiation between
the symbolic equations and the symbols which are formed during
and after the depressive position.

When the depressive position has been reached, the main
characteristic of object relation is that the object is felt as a whole
object. In connexion with this there is a greater degree of awareness
and differentiation of the separateness between the ego and the
object. At the same time, since the object is recognized as a whole,
ambivalence is more fully experienced. The ego in this phase is
struggling with its ambivalence and its relation to the object is
characterized by guilt, fear of loss or actual experience of loss and
mourning, and a striving to re-create the object. At the same time,
processes of introjection become more pronounced than those of
projection, in keeping with the striving to retain the object inside as
well as to repair, restore and re-create it.

In favourable circumstances of normal development, after repeated
experiences of loss, recovery, and re-creation, a good object is
securely established in the ego. Three changes in relation to the
object, as the ego develops and integrates, affect fundamentally the
ego's reality sense. With an increased awareness of ambivalence, the
lessening of the intensity of projection, and the growing differen-
tiation between the self and the object, there is a growing sense of
reality both internal and external. The internal world becomes
differentiated from the external world. Omnipotent thinking,
characteristic of the earlier phase, gradually gives way to more
realistic thinking. Simultaneously, and as part of the same process,
there is a certain modification of the primary instinctual aims. Earlier
on, the aim was to possess the object totally if felt as good, or to
annihilate it totally if felt as bad. With the recognition that the good
and the bad objects are one, both these instinctual aims are gradually
modified. The ego is increasingly concerned with saving the object
from its aggression and possessiveness. And this implies a certain
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degree of inhibition of the direct instinctual aims, both aggressive
and libidinal.

This situation is a powerful stimulus for the creation of symbols,
and symbols acquire new functions which change their character.
The symbol is needed to displace aggression from the original object,
and in that way to lessen the guilt and the fear of loss. The symbol is
here not an equivalent of the original object, since the aim of the
displacement is to save the object, and the guilt experienced in
relation to it is far less than that due to an attack on the original
object. The symbols are also created in the internal world as a means
of restoring, re-creating, recapturing and owning again the original
object. But in keeping with the increased reality sense, they are now
felt as created by the ego and therefore never completely equated
with the original object.

Freud (1923) postulates that a modification of instinctual aims is
the basic pre-condition of sublimation. In my view the formation of.
symbols in the depressive position necessitates some inhibition of
direct instinctual aims in relation to the original object and therefore
the symbols become available for sublimation. The symbols, created
internally, can then be re-projected into the external world,
endowing it with symbolic meaning.

The capacity to experience loss and the wish to re-create the object
within oneself gives the individual the unconscious freedom in the
use of the symbols. And as the symbol is acknowledged as a creation
of the subject, unlike the symbolic equation, it can be freely used by
the subject.

When a substitute in the external world is used as a symbol it may
be used more freely than the original object, since it is not fully
identified with it. In so far, however, as it is distinguished from the
original object it is also recognized as an object in itself. Its own
properties are recognized, respected, and used, because no confusion
with the original object blurs the characteristics of the new object
used as a symbol.

In an analysis we can sometimes follow very clearly the changes in
the symbolic relations in- the patient's attitude to his faeces. On the
schizoid level the patient expects his faeces to be the ideal breast; if he
cannot maintain this idealization his faeces become persecutory, they
are ejected as a bitten-up, destroyed and persecuting breast. If the
patient tries to symbolize his faeces in the external world the symbols
in the external world are felt to be faeces - persecutors. No
sublimation of anal activities can occur under these conditions.

On the depressive level, the feeling is that the introjected breast has
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been destroyed by the ego and can be re-created by the ego. The
faeces may then be felt as something created by the ego out of the
object and can be valued as a symbol of the breast and at the same
time as a good product of the ego's own creativity.

When this symbolic relation to faeces and other body products has
been established a projection can occur on to substances in the
external world such as paint, plasticine, clay, etc., which can then be
used for sublimation.

When this stage of development has been achieved, it is of course
not irreversible. If the anxieties are too strong, a regression to a
paranoid-schizoid position can occur at any stage of the individual's
development and projective identification may be resorted to as a
defence against anxiety. Then symbols which have been developed
and have been functioning as symbols in sublimation, revert to
concrete symbolic equations. This is mainly due to the fact that in
massive projective identification the ego becomes again confused
with the object, the symbol becomes confused with the thing
symbolized and therefore turns into an equation.

In the example of the schizophrenic patient A quoted at the
beginning of this paper, there was a breakdown of an already
established sublimation. Prior to his schizophrenic breakdown, the
violin had been functioning as a symbol and used for purposes of
sublimation. It had only become concretely equated to the penis at
the time of his illness. Words which had certainly developed at the
time when the ego is relatively mature, become equated with the
objects that they should represent, and become experienced as
concrete objects when projective identification occurs with the
resulting confusion between the symbols created by the ego: the
word, or even the thought, and the object that they were to
symbolize.

I should like at this point to summarize what I mean by the terms
'symbolic equation' and 'symbol' respectively, and the conditions
under which they arise. In the symbolic equation, the symbol-
substitute is felt to be the original object. The substitute's own
properties are not recognized or admitted. The symbolic equation is
used to deny the absence of the ideal object, or to control a
persecuting one. It belongs to the earliest stages of development.

The symbol proper, available for sublimation and furthering the
development of the ego, is felt to represent the object; its own
characteristics are recognized, respected, and used. It arises when
depressive feelings predominate over the paranoid-schizoid ones,
when separation from the object, ambivalence, guilt, and loss can be
exnerienced and tolerated. The symbol is used not to deny but to
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overcome loss. When the mechanism of projective identification is
used as a defence against depressive anxieties, symbols already
formed and functioning as symbols may revert to symbolic
equations.

Symbol formation governs the capacity to communicate, since all
communication is made by means of symbols. When schizoid
disturbances in object relations occur, the capacity to communicate is
similarly disturbed: first because the differentiation between the
subject and the object is blurred, secondly because the means of
communication are lacking since symbols are felt in a concrete
fashion and are therefore unavailable for purposes of communication.
One of the ever-recurring difficulties in the analysis of psychotic
patients is this difficulty of communication. Words, for instance,
whether the analyst's or the patient's, are felt to be objects or actions,
and cannot be easily used for purposes of communication.

Symbols are needed not only in communication with the external
world, but also in internal communication. Indeed, it could be asked
what is meant when we speak of people being well in touch with
their unconscious. It is not that they have consciously primitive
phantasies, like those which become evident in their analyses, but
merely that they have some awareness of their own impulses and
feelings. However, I think that we mean more than this; we mean
that they have actual communication with their unconscious phantasies.
And this, like any other form of communication, can only be done
with the help of symbols. So that in people who are 'well in touch
with themselves' there is a constant free symbol-formation, whereby
they can be consciously aware and in control of symbolic expressions of
the underlying primitive phantasies. The difficulty of dealing with
schizophrenic and schizoid patients lies not only in that they cannot
communicate with us, but even more in that they cannot communi-
cate with themselves. Any part of their ego may be split off from any
other part with no communication available between them.

The capacity to communicate with oneself by using symbols is, I
think, the basis of verbal thinking - which is the capacity to
communicate with oneself by means of words. Not all internal
communication is verbal thinking, but all verbal thinking is an
internal communication by means of symbols - words.

An important aspect of internal communication is the integration
of earlier desires, anxieties, and phantasies into the later stages of
development by symbolization. For instance, in the fully developed
genital function, all the earlier aims - anal, urethral, oral - may be
symbolically expressed and fulfilled, a point beautifully described in
Ferenczi's Thalassa (1923).
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And this takes me to the last point of my paper. I think that one of
the important tasks performed by the ego in the depressive position
is that of dealing not with depressive anxieties alone, but also with
unresolved earlier conflicts. A new achievement belonging to the
depressive position; the capacity to symbolize and in that.way to
lessen anxiety and resolve conflict, is used in order to deal with the
earlier unresolved conflicts by symbolizing them. Anxieties, which
could not be dealt with earlier on, because of the extreme
concreteness of the experience with the object and the object-
substitutes in symbolic equations, can gradually be dealt with by the
more integrated ego by symbolization, and in that way they can be
integrated. In the depressive position and later, symbols are formed
not only of the whole destroyed and re-created object characteristic
of the depressive position, but also of the split object — extremely
good and extremely bad - and not only of the whole object but also
of part-objects. Some of the paranoid and ideal object relations and
anxieties may be symbolized as part of the integrative process in the
depressive position.

The fairy tale is an example in point. It deals basically with the
witch and the fairy godmother, Prince Charming, the ogre, etc., and
has in it a great deal of schizophrenic content. It is, however, a highly
integrated product, an artistic creation which very fully symbolizes
the child's early anxieties and wishes. I should like to illustrate the
function of the fairy tale by some material from the analysis of an
adolescent schizophrenic. This girl had been hallucinated and openly
schizophrenic since the age of four. She had, however, a great many
depressive features and there were in her life phases of relatively
greater integration. In these phases, when she felt less persecuted,
and, as she told me, could experience some longing for her parents,
she used to write fairy tales. In the bad phases, the bad figures of her
fairy tales came to life and persecuted her. One day, after many
weeks of silence, when she was obviously hallucinated in a very
persecutory way she suddenly turned round to me and asked with
great fear 'What are the Lancashire witches?' I had never heard
of the Lancashire witches, she had never mentioned them before,
but I knew that she herself came from Lancashire. After some
interpretations she told me that when she was about 11 (she had at
that time actually a whole year free of hallucinations), she had
written a fairy tale about Lancashire witches. The phase of her
analysis following this session has been very revealing. It turned out
that the Lancashire witches represented both herself and her mother.
The anxiety situation went right back to early childhood, when she
saw herself and her mother as devouring one another or devouring
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father. When a greater degree of integration was achieved and she
established a more realistic relation to her parents, the earlier
situation was dealt with by symbol formation: by writing the fairy
tale about the Lancashire witches. In the subsequent deterioration of
her health, the early persecutory situation recurred with concrete
intensity but in a new form. The fairy tale come to life: the
Lancashire witches - the fairy-tale figures which she had created -
had become a concrete external reality. In the consulting room it was
quite clear how this concretization of the fairy tale depended on
projective identification. She turned to me and asked me about
the Lancashire witches. She expected me to know who they were.
In fact, .she thought that I was a Lancashire witch. She had
unconsciously phantasied that she had put into me the part of herself
which had invented the Lancashire witches, and she had lost contact
with this part. She lost all sense of reality in this projection and all
memory that she had created this symbol, the 'Lancashire witches'.
Her symbol became confused with me, an actual external object, and
so became for her a concrete external reality - I had turned into a
Lancashire witch.

The way in which the maturing ego, in the process of working
through the depressive position, deals with the early object relations,
is of paramount importance. Some integration and whole object
relations can be achieved in the depressive position, accompanied by
the splitting off of earlier ego experiences. In this situation,
something like a pocket of schizophrenia exists isolated in the ego
and is a constant threat to stability. At worst, a mental breakdown
occurs and earlier anxieties and split-off symbolic equations invade
the ego. At best, a relatively mature but restricted ego can develop
and function.

However, if the ego in the depressive position is strong enough
and capable of dealing with anxieties, much more of the earlier
situations can be integrated into the ego and dealt with by way of
symbolization, enriching the ego with the whole wealth of the earlier
experiences.

The word 'symbol' comes from the Greek term for throwing
together, bringing together, integrating. The process of symbol
formation is, I think, a continuous process of bringing together and
integrating the internal with the external, the subject with the object,
and the earlier experiences with the later ones.
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Postscript 1979: Notes on symbol formation

Since writing this paper, and largely under the influence of Bion's
work on the relationship between the container and the contained, I
have come to think that it is not projective identification per se that
leads to concretization. One has to take into account the particular
relationship between the projected part and the object projected into:
the container and the contained. For a more detailed explanation, I
refer the reader to chapter 7 of The Work ofHanna Segal, New York:
Jason Aronson (1981). In relation to symbol formation, this
relationship is of great importance. I want to give two examples.

In the first one, the environmental factor plays an important role. A
neurotic young man was able much of the time to function on a
depressive level. He could communicate in a symbolic way and had
numerous sublimations. These achievements were, however, insecure
and at moments of stress, he tended to use massive projective
identification accompanied by regression to concrete levels of
functioning. Sometimes, for instance, he had near-hallucinatory
states of mind.

He came to one session very perturbed because on waking up he
had a hallucinatory experience. It differed from hallucination only in
so far as he clung desperately to the belief that it must be the product
of his own mind. When he woke up, he felt that his head was solid
and he saw a motorcycle riding into his head. The rider had a kind of
mask on, which made his head look like a finger. He felt terrified and
thought his head would explode. Then he looked at his own index
finger, and got frightened because his finger looked like a gorilla. He
emerged from a state of acute anxiety only when he made himself
remember the previous session, in which he was disturbed by a very
intrusive noise of motorcycles outside the consulting room windows.
He thought the motorcycles were connected with my son. He
associated the gorilla to a psychotic boy who was described in a
paper as looking like a gorilla. The finger he associated to anal
masturbation, about which he had spoken a few days earlier. His anal
masturbation was always associated with violent projective identifi-
cation into the anus of the analyst/mother, as described by Meltzer
(1966). We could analyse that the motorcycles outside the window
represented his own intrusive self identified with his finger and
penis, projected into an external object - the motorcycle - and
intruding into him. It is important in this connection that there was
in the external world an actual intrusive object into which this
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projection fitted. It repeated a childhood situation in which there
was, in fact, a very intrusive older sibling interfering with his
relation to the mother even when he was a tiny baby. Thus, his
projections were concretized for him in the external world.

My second example was a much more disturbed young woman. In
her case, the disturbance seemed to spring from excessive envy and
narcissism projected into an overly narcissistic mother. This patient
was not psychotic but she may well have been the most difficult
patient I have ever had to understand. Her verbal communications
were very difficult to follow. I often had difficulty in grasping the
conscious meaning. She tended to misuse words, mix languages.
There were non sequiturs and contradictions in what she said. Often
there was little connection between what she said, what she meant to
say and what she actually thought. The unconscious meaning was
even more confused. In other patients, when verbal communications
are so difficult, one may get important non-verbal clues. With her,
the non-verbal clues were often lacking or misleading. The tone of
her voice or her facial expression often bore no relation to her state of
mind. Typically, she would greet me with a friendly, relaxed smile,
giving no indication that she was in fact in a turmoil of anxiety,
confusion and hostility. Her symbolism was at times very concrete.
She had states of bodily excitement, bizarre bodily sensations,
psychosomatic, hypochondriacal, hysterical symptoms and often
complained that she had no feelings, only physical sensations. She
often responded to interpretations by physical sensation. Words
were experienced as concrete things, felt as a lump inside her. This
was often accompanied by fears of cancer. In those situations, one
could often see that she felt she had invaded my speech and made it
into a physical possession of hers. But there was an opposite
phenomenon. Her speech could be called completely abstract. She
spoke most of the time in metaphors, cliches, technical terms. She
often generalized in a way which left no meaning. Sometimes she
spoke for a long time, and I realized she had said nothing concrete or
real that I could get hold of. At the same time, I could observe how
she emptied my words of all meaning as if she listened to an
interpretation and immediately translated it into some philosophical
or psychoanalytic abstract term, often distorting its meaning
completely. The underlying phantasy was that she entered me and
emptied me of all contents and she felt equally emptied by me.
Stealing was an ever-recurring theme. At other times, she might
communicate dissociated fragments of bits of her experience that
seemed to function as Bion's 'bizarre objects' (Bion 1957).
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In those modes of functioning, one can see a disturbance between
the container and the contained. When she was overly concrete,
the projected part was totally identified with the container, when
her communication was empty of meaning, the container and
the contained had a relation of mutually emptying one another.
When she was fragmented and produced 'bizarre objects' type of
associations, her projections had split the container into fragments.

In her case, this mutually destructive relation between the part she
projected and the container seems to be related to envy and to
narcissism. Nothing was allowed to exist outside herself which could
give rise to envy. I would like to give some material to illustrate this.

She had several dreams characteristic of her, depicting her
narcissism. For instance, she dreamed she was in bed with a young
man, glued and fused to him, but the young man was herself.
Following several such dreams, she brought a different one: 'She was
in a house, the roof of which was disintegrating. She did not want to
take any notice because she lived in the middle floor between the
ground and the top floor.' She had a number of useful, and
surprisingly comprehensible, associations to the dream. She owned
one of three apartments in a house. The owner of the house wanted
her to participate in the costs of repairing the attic. She was furious
about it because she felt it wasn't fair. It was true she signed a
contract that she would, but she had been foolish to agree to it. Her
own apartment was not in danger from the leaking roof, being in the
middle, but she felt bad about it because of her friends who lived in
the top apartment. Then she said that the middle must be her tummy
and started complaining of her physical symptoms and the state of
her mind. The attic must be her head, which she thought was in a
terribly disintegrated state. She couldn't think; she couldn't work.
She thought her head should be entirely my concern. I had
interpreted to this patient her repudiation of the analytic contract that
we should both be concerned with her head and related the friends
who live in the top flat to internal objects, thoughts and feelings that
she did not want to concern herself with. But somewhat later in the
session I noticed that, despite her lamentations about her head, there
was something very superior in her attitude. I particularly noted
that, though she complained later in the session of how empty she
felt and unable to communicate, she seemed to take quite some pride
in her metaphors, which were getting more and more flowery as her
session progressed. When I drew her attention to this, she rather
reluctantly said that while she was speaking of the middle floor, she
was in fact thinking of the 'first floor', which in her native language
is a colloquial expression for belonging to superior, upper classes.

SEGAL: Symbol formation

Thus, it was her narcissism which prevented her from relating to and
taking care of internal objects. That, in turn, seemed to prevent her
symbolizing and communicating. The pain in her tummy - her
middle floor - is where she kept me, totally controlled by and
identified with her gut. If she integrated me into her head, she would
be aware of her own feeling of dependence, felt by her as great
inferiority. Also, the middle floor, which is also the first floor,
represented both her superiority and her illness.

Verbalization can be looked at from the angle of the relation between
the container and the contained. Unlike the unconscious forms of
symbolism, speech has to be learned. Though the baby begins by
producing sounds, those sounds have to be taken up by the
environment to be converted into speech, and words or phrases have
to be learned from the environment. The infant has had an
experience and the mother provides the word or phrase which binds
this experience. It contains, encompasses and expresses the meaning.
It provides a container for it. The infant can then internalize this
word or phrase containing the meaning. My patient had the greatest
difficulty in experiencing any interpretation, any phrase of mine as
containing and giving expression to her meaning. Strange things
happened to my interpretations. They could become a pain in her
belly or sexual excitement. They could be learned by heart and
applied to others. They were frequently fed back to me as her own
product but usually a bit distorted, often deprived of emotional
meaning, sometimes completely reversed. She had a dream, associ-
ations to which illustrated this difficulty. To understand them, I refer
you to a beautiful passage in Helen Keller's autobiography (1954)
where she described how she first rediscovered speech. For a long
time her teacher had tried to communicate with her by writing on
her hand. Helen did not respond. After a long period of breaking and
smashing things without concern, she broke a doll and for the first
time cried about it. That afternoon when the teacher tried again to
communicate with her and wrote a word on her palm, Helen Keller
understood and responded. Thus, a capacity to understand symbolic
communication followed immediately and directly from her first
experience of depressive feelings, an experience very familiar to
those who analyse autistic children. This sequence was first described
by Emilio Rodrigue (1955) in 'The analysis of a three-year-old mute
schizophrenic'. To return to my patient's dream. She dreamed of a
little girl with long nails and ferocious teeth greedily attacking a
table, scratching and biting. Her first associations were to my having
given- her my vacation date; this probably stirred up her greed. She
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produced a kind of lament, without any genuine feeling, of how
primitive she was, how the little girl in the dream represented her,
etc. But then she added another association. She recently read a book
by, or about, a little girl who lost her sight and hearing and was like a
little wild animal until the day she invented a sign language and taught
it to her teacher. (The book was obviously Helen Keller's, read by
my patient.) I think Helen Keller's description and my patient's
version of it exemplify different kinds of symbol formation. With all
her handicaps, Helen Keller had achieved a complete communication
with her audience; but my poor patient was not yet able to speak in a
way easily understandable to others. She still had not accepted that
she learned to speak from her mother.
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